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Michael Hilliar’s Climax at Bryant Booth’s Railway 
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After acquiring a Roundhouse Lady Anne live steam 
loco I was at a loss for suitable rolling stock to run 
behind her as I normally run American trains, with the 
occasional outing of my LGB Frank S live steam with 
her own German passenger train.  

Having a rather proficient G scale modeller just down 
the road (Wayne Haste), a few discussions were had 
and I decided to try scratch building my own rolling 
stock using some of the “cheap” Chinese Train brand 
LGB replica wagons.  

I thought I would also use this project to show other 
modellers that  

(1) a bit of planning and thinking outside the square 
can produce some interesting results. . 

(2) don’t be afraid to modify something to suit your 
own needs  

(3) gaining a sense of pride creating something of 
your own design.  

These wagons are all manufactured from two German 
Box Cars and two German Tank wagons. To make the 

project more interesting, and keep to a budget, I set 
myself the task of only using materials and parts that I 
could manufacture from the materials available within 
the initial wagons. Leftover floors parts were trimmed 
to become buffer beams, the round end high sider is a 
cut down box car with the offcuts becoming the sides 
for the small low sider using a shortened tanker chassis.  

The tank has the centre section removed and joined 
back together determining the length of the tank 
wagon. The construction side of this project is nearly 

Making an English Train from German Rolling Stock 

By Chris Drowley 

The Original Box Wagon Photo: Chris Drowley 

Original Tank wagon Photo: Chris Drowley 
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there, just need to finish some small detailing then 
painting, not one of my favourite pastimes. The photos 
are all of the wagons nearly ready for painting to show 
you where the cuts and joins are. I’m keeping the 

p a i n t i n g 
simple with 
the absolute 
minimal of 
masking etc., 
t y p i c a l 
English grey, 
brown and a 
black tank 
wagon.  

This has 
been a real 
fun project 
with the only 
major item 
left over a 
c o m p l e t e 
tank that will 
be put to one 
side as I'm 

sure it will be 
transformed 
i n t o 
some th i ng 
in good 
time. The 
m a j o r 
advantage of 
the Chinese 
models is 
that the 
plastic they 
use glues 
w i t h 
p l u m b e r s 
plastic glue 
and the end 
result is 
p r o v i n g 
really strong 

so they should be able to withstand the knocks and 
bumps travelling to different railways for running days.  

Cost wise I think these are working out to be 1/2 the 
cost of the English laser cut ply and resin kits. Maybe 

The “English Box Wagon Photo: Chris Drowley 

The “English High Sider Photo: Chris Drowley 
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 not as accurate but with all the parts required from the 
original boxed wagon and with my modelling eye they 

will be all I need to make a simple English goods train 
for my Lady Anne. 

  

 

The “English High Sider” Photo: Chris Drowley 

The “English” Tank wagon Photo: Chris Drowley 
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The BIG Model Train Show was held at 
the Pioneer Events Centre, Christchurch 
on 6-7 October 2012.   

The Christchurch Garden Railway 
Society set up the Memorial Layout, 
dedicated to those members who have 
passed away.  Brian Allison had 
produced a Memorial Plaque which was 
displayed on the layout.   

Photo: John Lammiman 

The BIG Model Train Show 

Photo: Don Ellis 

Karl Arnesen’s layout 
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Setting up on Friday 
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Photo: Don Ellis 
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November 8‐11 2012  Pokaka Cultural Convoca on 
January 4‐6 2013 Annual Model Train show, Mt Maunganui College  
January 26‐27 2013 7th NZ Garden Railway Conven on 
 Tirimoana School Hall  Glendene Auckland 
March 2‐3 2013 N I Model Expo, Wanganui 
June 1‐3 2013 AMRA Conven on, Palmerston North 
June 5‐9 2013 29th Na on Garden railway Conven on, Cincinna , Ohio, USA 
October 19‐20 2013  Rail 150 Christchurch Big Model Train Show 
May 30‐1 June 2015  AMRA Conven on Auckland, North Shore 

Coming Events 

Overview of the hall 

Glen Anthony’s Christmas Display 

h p://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Aer1L9VR4t0&feature=relmfu  

The Barrel Railway 
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• Smaller regulated power supplies within required 
voltage 

• Straighten out mainlines without S curves 
• Platform and station required 
• All sidings same length 
• Train storage required on layout 
• Clearance for larger locos 
• Operating loco depot 
• Longer runs between areas 
• Incorporate “Anthony Bridge” 
• Easy control, simplify 
• Separate control panel from layout 
• Lift out section 
• More areas for scenery and buildings 
• Fixed layout size not decreasing size to fit show 
• Good use of central space 
• Keep height same 
• Lightweight tables 
• Wiring to be continuous with plug in modules 
• Dual module status for industries etc. 
• All tables have legs 
• Easier rail joining 
• Run battery trains in addition to powered more 

action 

• Easier transport  
• Include barrier off the edge of the layout 
• Separate modules for structures 
• Turntable or ‘Y’ for turning locos 
• Information table and hand outs 
• Operators to be able to run from outside of 

layout 
• Continuous running with other action 
• More small scenes 
• Continuous scenery all the same 
• Non DCC & Non shuttles 
• Min 2 – Max 6 operators 
• Display full layout or section of layout at more 

shows 
• Operating signals 
• Future covered transport/trailer or truck 
• Max train length required about 5 metres 
• New plan required for updated layout 
• Right hand running 
• Once operating no changing of trains till after 

show 
• Allow members to build and add own modules 
• Regular workday/workshops 
• Commitment from members for upgrade 

Christchurch Garden Railway Society 

Survey Results 2012 for Portable Memorial Display Layout 

In no particular order: 

Kerry Patterson’s JA 
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Story : Greg Booth 

My son Bryant has always liked 
trains, I have a workshop and the 
tools and ability to make most things 
and my wife Ingrid has the eye for 
landscaping so we make a good 
team 
Bryant has always had trains in some 
sort of form and style. His first ‘real’ 
train came about when we visited a 
hobbies show in Durban, South 
Africa and we saw the LGB display 
stand. He soon made friends with 
Mike Leppan who was then an LGB 
Agent. We ended up buying the 
starter Kit 
The oval track was set up on the 
carpet in Bryant’s room and he spent 
endless hours watching it go around.  On moving to 
New Zealand we joined the Outdoor Model Railway 

Club and saw some of the outdoor displays. Bryant 
then asked if I could 
build him and 
outdoor track. I 
agreed. 
After discussing 
various sites for the 
t r a c k  I n g r i d 
suggested a track 
around our water 
tank. It was always 
an untidy part of the 
garden due to the 
confined nature of 
the tank. The 
advantage was that 
part of the site had a 
waist high wooden 
retaining wall that 
meant working at a 
comfortable height. 
Being a Civi l 
Engineer and having 

Auckland G Scale Society visit Bryant Booth’s Railway  

Bryant re-railing Robert Graham’s jigger  

The home built track. 
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designed stations and tracks through my career I 
decided to tackle this from a standard design 
perspective.  I did numerous cad layout designs under 
the scrutiny of both Bryant and Ingrid. We wanted the 
usual underpass and bridge so a figure of 8 was the 
logical choice. This was efficiently designed and ended 

up with a maximum grade of 4% 
that has since proved acceptable.  
As far as the track went I decided 
from a cost point of view to build 
this from 3mmx13mm aluminium 
flat set into treated pine sleepers. I 
set both the radial arm saw and 
bench saw up to mass produce 
these. It took about 3 hours to turn 
out the 1000.sleepers needed for 
23m of track. I also made up an 
adjustable 3 bearing former to roll 
bend the aluminium to the correct 
radii. The minimum radius used was 
1m. The total cost of the track 
ended up at around $200 –.$9/
metre. Level control during 

construction was done by a laser 
level with the rail set onto mini 

piles every 500mm. 
To his delight, Bryant spent many hours digging in the 
mud to get the levels right. Ingrid made a couple of 
trips to the nursery to get suitable scaled plants for the 
landscaping. Digging, planting, digging, planting never 
seemed to end. Eventually we had a sort of formal 
railway. 

Bryant then wanted a few buildings 
so back to the cad to design these. 
He helped in the making of these 
by drilling holes, cutting on the 
band saw, gluing and screwing them 
together etc.  A good learning 
curve. I left the painting and 
decorating of the buildings to 
Bryant and Ingrid. The result was 
good. 
We still have a long way to go but 
have decided to leave the track as is 
and concentrate on the garden and 
scenery. Bryant has requested a 
Ghost House in one of the corners. 
I have a design – has anyone got a 
ghost!! 

Bryant’s Stainz passing one of the many buildings on the railway 

Don Oliver’s diesel on a freight haul. All photos: Michael Hilliar 
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	Each year the Carter Court rest home in Carterton 
holds an open day for the public.  
This year the garden railway team invited ourselves 
along to the open day to put on a display for the 
residents and the public.  

This is the first time we have been to this venue.  
Murray Clarke thought it would be a good idea, and in 
his usual no-fuss way he approached the rest home 
Manager, told him what we wanted to do, and the 
Manager told him where he would like us to go…  

The Saturday of the show arrived and as the 
weatherman rightly predicted it would turn out to be 
another one of those wintery days where the threat of 
rain was ever-present, and a cool Southerly breeze 
nipped at anything that was not covered in warm 
clothing. 

We had planned to use our new modular track at our 
previous outing (Daffodil Day) in September, but 

decided against this as it was a rainy day, and we did not 
want to get the timber of the modules too wet.   

So the Carter Court display became our first public 
outing for the modular track system that we had been 
working on over the previous few months. In the small 
display area allotted to us there was enough room to set 
up two tracks, with a small (8m x 6m) loop of modular 
track, and another loop of brass track outside that. 

Although the joints between modules proved to be a 
little unfriendly for some of the long wheelbase engines 
we were able to muster a good stock of locos and 
rolling stock that would run reliably, and with the rest 
of the stock running on the outer track we were in 
business.  Everything settled in nicely by midday and 
things were running smoothly before the crowd was to 
arrive at 1pm.   

And the final verdict after a cool yet satisfying day: 

• - The crowd definitely enjoyed the display. 

• - The modular 
track performed to our 
expectations. Not yet 
perfect, but passable. 

• - Having coffee 
and barbecue food on 
hand was a definite plus. 

• - The music form 
the live brass band a few 
feet away was an 
unexpected bonus. 

‘OPEN DAY’ AT CARTER COURT 
Report by Warren Stringer 

Dean Ellicock, Charlie Collinson, & Murray Clarke setting up the display. 
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While the residents watch from recreation rooms inside the building, the hardy kids and their attendant body-
guards enjoy a bit of close up action.  

Drivers Dean, Charlie, Lloyd Dickens, Lee Collett and Christine Collett ‘in action’  
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Wayne’s World 
Wayne Haste, Tawa, I have been building some 
rolling stock for myself, along with others,. The first is 
a small railway called the Prignitzer Kreiskleinbahnen 
Some of this line has been relayed and is running as a 
working railway museum The other is the Wernshausen 
– Trusetal Lite railway. Both these are 750mm gauge. 

The following four wagons are from the 
Trusetalbahnan Lite railway.  I don’t know much about 
this railway; it was in the Thuringen area of East 
Germany. The wagon numbers are 97.38----- ? so I 
have had a stab at it and put what I think they may be. 
They carried a load of 5.5t to 7.5t.  

This little van from the Prignitzer line was a postal 
compo guards van and was still around in the late 

This low sider was built to carry towing rods that were 
used when hauling standard gauge wagons on 
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It dawned wet and wild the day of our October 
get-together, so the call went out to the 
Auckland Club that it probably wasn't worth the 
trip over the Bombay's. Alas the usual Hamilton 
team also canned as the weather didn't improve.  
We managed to get a few runs in, just for 
ourselves as I made the most of the day building 
another 1:20.3 flat car from those cheap 
Chinese flat wagons.  I fitted battery's and R/C 
gear then covered it all in a scale tarpaulin.  
Once finished and charged up, I attached to the 
rear of my recently acquired K27 and had a ball. 

Three days before our get-together we had a 
garden tour through so the Garden Railway was 
set up and running and I include here pictures of 
that event seeing as the normal run-day had 
been such a washout.  
 
 

More pictures available at our Facebook page. 
Grant and Donna Alexander, Squirrel Valley 
Railway, Cambridge, NZ. 
www.facebook.com/SquirrelValleyRailway 
 

Squirrel Valley 
Report and photos: Grant Alexander 

Not snow, but Cherry Blossoms on the lawn 
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Visiting new railways is always an exciting thing to do 
and equally so when it is a railway still in the initial 
stages of development.  So as Rob England is still to 
get to the gold spike stage, the Wellington Garden 

Railway Groups October running afternoon on his new 
Wettington and Mahawatu Railway was deemed to be a 
Preopening rather than the official opening.  That is 
quite good because it means we’ll get to go back again 

and have more chocolate cake.  
This is Rob’s second garden 
railway, the previous Wettington 
and Mahawatu Railway closing just 
after opening due to a shift of 
home. 

Personally I don’t think that was a 
bad thing as the new England 
residence is has loads of railway 
potential which the new W&MR is 
making the most of, and it’s a 
sunny sheltered spot to boot.  We 
came in via the back gate to walk 
up through the bushy lower garden 
to initially catch sight of the 
railway on elevated spline track 
bed winding through the trees, all 
quite exciting really! 

Rob comments, “I was lucky the 
site was all engineered for me this 
time. There was a very nice lawn 
here.  The intent is that the railway 
will bear some vague resemblance 
to the Wellington and Manawatu 
Railway in the early 1900s. This 
allows me to run American and 
British prototypes and to build to 
a nominal 1:24 scale.”  Well there 
isn’t any lawn left now, it’s all 
railway, you have to sacrifice 
things some times.  Rob runs a 
blog on his railway exploits and 
techniques that can be found at   
www.southpacificlines.org    

As you come up the garden path 
to your right is a storage shed for 
the trains that has 5 roads plus a  

Wettington and Mahawatu Railway Preopening 
Report and photos by John Robinson 

Rob England enjoying the trains running on his new railway 

On the right is the long branch line to the train shed  
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steaming/setup track at waist height, and a RIP track.  
The shed is known as Wettington.  The will in the near 
future be a return 
loop at Wettington 
also. Track from 
Wettington snakes up 
through the trees on 
raised roadbed to 
connect via a triangle 
junction to the main 
loop, which is sort of 
a bulging triangle 
shape.  Pukerua 
passing siding is on 
the main loop, and 
from here there will be 

a 

spiral branch line in the centre of the main loop where 
Shays etc. can show off on a 6% 
climb as they work up to a terminate 
on the top of the hill at a mine 
hopper at Kaukau.  From the other 
leg of the triangle junction is 
Mahawatu yard that can double as 
an extra staging area on busy 
r u n n i n g  d a y s . 
www.southpacificlines.org/content/
wmr-trackplan  for more details. 

Adjacent to Mahawatu is where one 
consumes kebabs and sausages 
cooked by Vee on a charcoal 
barbeque.  Oh and chocolate cake. 

At this early stage there is no track power but there may 
be in the future.  For now Rob is experimenting with G

John Seward getting up steam 
Michelle’s IP Engineering Tram and coach 

John Seward’s Lady Ann passing through the trees on the elevated line 

John Robinson’s Jonny coming off the main loop elevated section through the trees  
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-Wire radio control and battery power.  You find notes 
on Rob’s website detailing how he is trialling a variety 
of components for the DCC type system.  Wiring is 
already in place for electric control (via DCC?) of some 
turnouts.  I overheard that there might even be some 
fancy system of route selection used, wow very flash. 

One of the other big points of 
interest, apart from the chocolate 
cake, was the train shed at 
Wettington, and its five roads of 
storage, and train flap with a draft 
stopped on the bottom edge so 
when it’s closed things don’t get 
wettinged (sigh, it sounded funny 
in my head).  Being under a deck 
and also sheltered by trees it is a 
rather well thought out spot for 
storage indeed. 

Trains ran all afternoon even with 
the distraction of chocolate cake.  
Rob’s own trains and Dave A’s 
being battery powered started the 
day, allowing the track gang to 
work on some minor tweaks in 
the newly laid track.  John S and 

myself then putting the line to 
test with our live steamers.  One 
turnout proved a bit of a 
mystery as to the cause of my 
loco, Manawanui, to jump oh so 
slightly.  With several pairs of 
eyes examining, possible causes 
discussed a tweak here and a file 
there and smooth running was 
achieved.  Not quite sure exactly 
what they did, I was having too 
much fun driving Manawanui!  
John’s Lady Anne sounded oh 
so good climbing up from 
Wettington and working 
through the trees.  No need for 
sound units on live steamers. 

So there we have it, another new 
railway destined to be a popular 
place to visit, run trains and 

consume chocolate cake.  More photos can be found at 
www.forum.gscalecentral .net/Wettington-and-
Mahawatu-Railway-m240570.aspx   Thanks to Rob and 
Vee for hosting a warm and sunny running day, we all 
really enjoyed the afternoon.  Oh and did I mention the 
chocolate cake? 

John Robinson’s Manawanui on the elevated main line 

Rob's Mogul framed by the mountain logging branch line  
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The Plains Vintage Railway and Historical Museum 

The Plains Vintage Railway and Historical Museum 
held Open Days over Labour Weekend. JA1260 was in 
steam and trips along the preserved line were available 
in the two wooden coaches.  For $20.00 one could have 
a cab ride. 

Kerry Patterson had arranged to have a G gauge railway 
running in the hall.  A number of Christchurch Garden 
Railway Society members assisted  Kerry in setting up 
and operating the display. 

For NZR Prototype Modellers 

Von Strapp now has stocks of NZR G scale couplers. 

They are $12.50 per wagon set which includes: 2 Buffers, 1 Hook, 2 Drag Pins, 2 Air Hoses and 4 Side 
Chain Hooks.   To purchase, contact:  vonstrapp@vodafone.co.nz 



T H E  G A R D E N  W H I S T L E  
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January 26‐27 2013 7th NZ Garden Railway Conven on 

Tirimoana School Hall  Glendene Auckland 

Club Events and Contacts  
Auckland:  

Saturday 1st December 2012.  Alf and Rosie’s last Garden Railway meeting and end of year BBQ 
 
 
 
 
Club Contact: Auckland G Scale Society Inc 
C/- Michael Hilliar, 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102. Ph 09 266-4745 email: mhilliar@orcon.net.nz  
 
 

Waikato:  
3rd November 2012, Raynor Johnston, 147 Osborne Road, Horsham Downs. 
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato!  
Grant Alexander, PO Box 1172, Cambridge. Ph 07 823-0059. gscale@clear.net.nz  
 

Wairarapa:  
Sunday 18th November: Charles Collinson, 35 Fisher Place, Carterton from 1:30pm 
Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton.  
Ph 06 370 3790.  
 

Wellington:  
Sunday 11th November 2012 at Gavin Sowry's Taita Gorge Railway from 1:30pm 
-Phone John for more details. 0274 427 160  
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group Inc.  
C/- John Robinson, PO Box 56039, Tawa, Wellington 5249 Ph 0274 427 160 wgtngardenrail@gmail.com  
 

Christchurch:  
Sunday 25th November 2012 Kabita Whale, “Palmdale” 175 Seabridge Road, Motukarara. Ph:03 329 7914 
BBQ available. BYO food and drinks. Salad provided.  Welcome any time from 11:00am 
All running afternoon’s 1-4pm. If weather looks doubtful, please phone host to check if meeting is still on.  
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Society P.O. Box 7145, Christchurch 8240  
Chairperson: Don Ellis. Email: don@computercables.co.nz 
 

The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Society and features news from 
various G scale clubs in New Zealand.  

Each club is a separate iden ty and the contact details can be found above.  

Contribu ons of ar cles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg 
a achments.  

Editor: Lord Ian Galbraith of Glencoe, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.  

Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz  



Official Registration Form. 

Name ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Partners Name  …………………………………………………………………………….. 

Address ………………………………………………………………………….….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

Phone …………………………….  Mobile………………………….….. 

Email …………………………………………………………………………………….... 

The full registration fee covers the cost of morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea on both Saturday and Sunday plus 

the Saturday night dinner. Dinner on Saturday night is also available to partners and spouses.  

A convention polo shirt will be available to order with your registration. Shirt sizes are S, M, L and XL. To ensure 

that we can supply you with your ordered shirt all orders must be paid in full with the registration fee by Friday 14 

December 2012. 

Registrations only must be paid for in full be Friday 18 January 2013. 

 

Preferred name on name tag …………………………………………………. 

 

Preferred name on name tag …………………………………………………. 

 

Full Registration $75-00 

No.  Attending ………..                                                                                                                                    $................. 

Saturday Dinner only    $30-00  No.  Attending ………                                                                      $................. 

Ladies Craft Clinic   $15  No.  Attending……….                                                                      $................. 

               (card making & includes lunch) 

Convention Polo Shirt    $45                                                                                                                               $................. 

Shirt – number required ………..           Size/s…………………………………………… 

Total: $.................. 

Please make cheques payable to: “Auckland G-scale Society Incorporated”. 

Internet banking payments can be made to ASB account: 12 3032 0881870-56 

Please include your name and keyword “convention” when making an internet payment 

Post registration forms and cheques to 22 Halver Road, Manurewa, Auckland 2102 or email to: 
mhilliar@orcon.net.nz 

Pickups available from the airport or train can be arranged if you let us know. 

Limited accommodation is also available if required- let us know in advance please. 


